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Abstract
Although different call admission control (CAC) schemes have been proposed for cellular-wireless local area
network (WLAN) interworking systems, no studies consider mobile stations (MSs) only with a single interface (for
either WLANs or cellular networks) and thus these MSs will experience higher call blocking and dropping
probabilities. In this article, we propose a new CAC scheme that considers both the MSs with a single interface and
with dual interfaces. By employing the concept of guard-bands, the proposed CAC scheme gives higher priority to
MSs with a single interface than those with dual interfaces to accommodate more MSs. The call blocking and
dropping probabilities are analyzed using Markov chains and how to determine appropriate guard bands for CAC
is investigated through cost minimization problems. Analytical and simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed scheme can achieve lower blocking probabilities compared with existing schemes that do not include
single interface MSs.
Keywords: call admission control, WLAN, cellular, heterogeneous mobile stations, performance analysis
1. Introduction
Recently, different types of wireless networks, such as
cellular networks, worldwide interoperability for micro-
wave access (WiMAX), and wireless local area networks
(WLANs), have widely been deployed. These wireless
networks have quite different characteristics; for
instance, cellular networks provide ubiquitous coverage
with low bandwidth whereas WLANs provide high data
rates at cheap cost but can only provide lower mobility.
In fact, none of these wireless networks can satisfy the
wide ranging requirements from diverse users and this
is the key motivation for integrating these heteroge-
neous wireless networks for providing users with the
best connectivity (ABC) at all times [1].
Extensive work has been done in the integration of
heterogeneous networks [2-9] and to allow seamless
mobility across these heterogeneous networks (i.e., verti-
cal handoff), two integration architectures, having both
tightly coupled and loosely coupled architectures, have
been introduced in [2,3]. In [4,5], vertical handover deci-
sions where an mobile station (MS) selects the most
appropriate network to avoid unnecessary handovers
and wastages of resource have been proposed. The
resource allocation in heterogeneous wireless networks
has been investigated in [6-9]; the study in [6] investi-
gates the admission control strategies for the data traffic
in a hierarchical system consisting of macrocell and
microcell layers; the authors of [7] introduce the first
WLAN scheme and analyze its performance; Song et al.
[8] determine an admission control scheme in which
MSs try to access networks with specific probabilities
for the maximum number of users; and Stevens-Navarro
et al. [9] introduce an admission control scheme for
multi-services. In these previous studies, it is assumed
that all MSs have dual interfaces to cellular/WLAN sys-
tems and they can access both systems even though it is
obvious that some MSs have only one interface, either
cellular or WLAN. Therefore, the existing call admission
control (CAC) schemes may lead to an “unfair” situation
because they treat single- and dual-interface MSs
equally. Specifically, WLAN-only and cellular-only MSs
can be admitted to only WLAN and cellular networks,
respectively, and therefore they experience higher call
blocking/dropping probabilities than MSs with dual* Correspondence: shpack@korea.ac.kr
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interfaces. Consequently, it is necessary to give higher
priority to WLAN-only or cellular-only MSs for CAC in
cellular/WLAN systems.
In this article, a new CAC scheme is proposed that
considers heterogeneous types of MSs. In the proposed
scheme, a well-known guard channel scheme is exam-
ined to give high priority to both the handover MSs and
the single interfaced MSs. For performance evaluation,
analytical models based on Markov chains are developed
to analyze the call blocking and the call dropping prob-
abilities. Furthermore, the optimal allocation of the
guard channels is investigated by formulating cost mini-
mization problems. Analytical and simulation results are
presented which demonstrate that the new proposed
scheme can achieve lower call blocking and call drop-
ping probabilities than existing schemes because cellu-
lar- or WLAN-only MSs have higher priorities than the
dual-interfaced MSs.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Sections
2 and 3 describe the system model and the proposed
CAC scheme considering heterogeneous MSs. Section 4
analyzes the performance of the CAC scheme through
Markov chains. Section 5 presents numerical results and
Section 6 describes the main conclusions from the
research presented in the article.
2. System model
As shown in Figure 1, we consider a network architec-
ture where a WLAN hotspot is overlaid within a cell. It
is assumed that the WLAN hotspot is not located at the
boundary of the cell. In the WLAN coverage, MSs with
both WLAN and cellular interfaces can access both sys-
tems and therefore the WLAN coverage area is referred
to as a “double coverage” area. On the other hand, the
region outside the WLAN is denoted as a “cellular only”
area [7-9], i.e., a cell area consists of a double coverage
area and a cellular only area. Hereinafter, ‘dca’, ‘coa’,
and ‘ca’ stand for double coverage areas, cellular only
areas, and cell areas, respectively. Table 1 lists the
important notations used in this article.
We consider three types of MSs, namely, WLAN-only,
cellular-only, and dual-interfaced MSs. A WLAN-only
MS has only a WLAN radio interface and the calls from
the WLAN-only MS (i.e., WLAN-only calls) cannot be
serviced in the cellular only area. On the other hand, a
cellular-only MS has only a cellular radio interface and
the calls originated from the cellular-only MS (i.e., cellu-
lar-only calls) can be accepted only by the cellular net-
work even in double coverage areas. A dual-interfaced
MS with WLAN and cellular interfaces can clearly
access both the WLAN and the cellular network inter-
faces in the double coverage areas. Hence, we refer to
the calls from dual-interfaced MSs as dual access calls.
Also, we assume that dual-interfaced MSs can be
accepted only in either the WLAN or the cellular net-
work at a time, that is, we do not consider that the
dual-interfaced MSs simultaneously use both networks
for traffics. To consider these heterogeneous types of
MSs, call requests need to be classified into WLAN-only
calls, cellular-only calls, and dual access calls. In the
proposed scheme, it is assumed that the types of MSs
are provisioned to a certain server such as home loca-
tion register (HLR) and the CAC entity can obtain the
types of MSs from the server or the types of MSs can
be queried to MSs on receiving call requests. Through-
out this article, ‘c’, ‘w’, and ‘wc’ stand for cellular-only,
WLAN-only, and dual access calls, respectively.
Figure 1 illustrates the call arrival rates and the hand-
off rates in different areas. In this article, all call arrivals
are assumed to follow Poisson distributions. We do not
consider handoffs between two WLANs due to sparse
deployments of WLANs, and therefore there exists only
new calls from WLAN-only MSs whose arrival rates are
denoted as λdcaw . New calls from cellular-only MSs can
be generated in a double coverage area or a cellular only
area, and their arrival rates are given by λdcac and λ
coa
c ,
respectively. On the other hand, the handoff rate of cel-
lular-only MSs is denoted by λc→cc . A dual-interfaced
MS can generate new calls in a double coverage area
and in a cellular only area, and the arrival rates are
given by λdcawc and λ
coa
wc , respectively. The horizontal
handoff rate between two cells is λc→cwc , whereas the ver-
tical handoff rates from a WLAN to a cellular network
(upward vertical handoff) and from a cellular network to
a WLAN (downward vertical handoff) are denoted by
λw→cwc , and λ
c→w
wc , respectively.
We adopt the non-uniform mobility model within a

























Figure 1 An integrated cellular/WLAN system model.
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cellular only areas have different mobility behaviors
since WLAN hotspots are usually deployed in indoor
environments and thus the users in the double coverage
area have low mobility. Specifically, the residence time
in the double coverage area, Tdca, is assumed to follow
an exponential distribution with mean 1/hdca. On the
other hand, the residence time in the cellular only area,
Tcoa, has an exponential distribution with mean 1/hcoa.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the MSs moving out the
WLAN coverage enter the cellular-only area. The MSs
moving out of the cellular-only area can enter the dou-
ble coverage area with probability pcoa®dca, whereas they
move to neighbor cells with the probability pcoa®coa [7].
The MS entering the double coverage area from the cel-
lular only area can move to cellular-only areas later.
The residence time of a WLAN-only MS within a
WLAN area has the same distribution as Tdca. Dual
access calls generated with the double coverage area can
be admitted to either a WLAN or a cellular network.
The residence time in the double coverage area of dual
access calls admitted to the WLAN has the same
distribution as Tdca. The dual access calls admitted to
the cellular networks are assumed to stay in the cellular
networks when vertical handoff requests to the WLAN
are not allowed since dual-interfaced MSs can send call
requests to the WLAN without breaking connections to
the cellular networks. Hence, the residence time in the
cell of dual access calls admitted to the cellular network
in the double coverage area, Tcawc,dca, can be expressed as
Tcawc, dca = T
coa
1 + · · · + TdcaNwc, dca + TcoaNwc, coa, where Nwc, dca and
Nwc, coa are the number of entrances of the double
coverage area and the cellular only area until the MS
moves out to neighbor cells or the calls are successfully
accepted to WLAN through vertical handoff. Similarly,
the cell residence time of the dual access calls originated
in the cellular-only area, Tcawc,coa, can be expressed as
Tcawc,coa = T
coa
1 + · · · + TdcaNwc,dca + TcoaNwc,coa. The cell residence
time of a cellular-only MS originated at double





1 + · · · + TdcaNdca + TcoaNcoa, where Ndca and
Ncoa are the number of entrances of the double coverage
area and the cellular-only area until the MS moves out
the cell, respectively. On the other hand, the cell
residence time of a cellular-only calls originated at







2 + · · · + TdcaNdca + TcoaNcoa.
We assume that the call duration Tv follows an expo-
nential distribution with mean 1/μv [7-9]. Since the call
duration time and cell residence time are independent,
the WLAN channel holding time of a WLAN-only call
Table 1 Summary of notations
Notation Meaning
λdcaw Mean arrival rate of new WLAN-only calls in a double coverage area
λdcac Mean arrival rate of new cellular-only calls in a double coverage area
λcoac Mean arrival rate of new cellular-only calls in a cellular only area
λdcawc Mean arrival rate of new dual access calls in a double coverage area
λcoawc Mean arrival rate of new dual access calls in a cellular only area
λc→cwc Mean arrival rate of horizontal handoff dual access calls
λc→cc Mean arrival rate of horizontal handoff cellular only calls
λw→cwc Mean arrival rate of upward vertical handoff calls
λc→wwc Mean arrival rate of downward vertical handoff calls
Tdca Residence time in a double coverage area
Tcoa Residence time in a cellular only area
pcoa→dca Probability of a user moving from a cellular only area to a double coverage area
pcoa→coa Probability of a user moving from a cellular only area to a neighbor cellular only area
Tv Call duration
Tcawc,dca Cell residence time of dual access calls accepted by the cellular network in a double coverage area
Tcac,dca Cell residence time of cellular only calls accepted by the cellular network in a double coverage area













Figure 2 Mobility of a MS starting a session in (a) a double
coverage area and (b) a cellular only area.
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and a dual access call accepted in the WLAN can be
obtained as min(Tv, T
dca). Similarly, the channel holding
times of cellular-only calls originated in the double cov-





c,coa), respectively. The cellular
channel holding times of dual access calls accepted by
the cellular networks in the double coverage area and in






3. CAC with heterogeneous MSs
In this section, we first introduce the motivation of the
proposed call admission scheme. After that, the voice
call capacities of WLANs and cellular networks are
derived, and a CAC scheme with guard channels is
proposed.
3.1. Motivation
WLAN-only MSs cannot retry to the cellular network
even though their call requests to the WLAN are blocked
while dual-interfaced MSs in the double coverage areas
can retry the cellular network. Therefore, it is necessary
to assign higher priority to call requests from WLAN-
only MSs to avoid unfairly higher blocking/dropping of
the WLAN-only calls. Similar to the WLAN-only calls,
cellular-only calls can access only the cellular networks,
while dual-interfaced MSs have chances to access the
WLAN in the double coverage area if their call requests
to the cellular network are blocked. Dual-interfaced MSs
try first the WLAN in the double coverage area to utilize
the larger bandwidth of the WLAN. In addition, in the
WLAN, vertical handoff calls have higher priority than
new calls (e.g., WLAN-only or dual access calls) since the
vertical handoff call dropping causes significant degrada-
tion in user satisfaction.
On the other hand, in the cellular network, dual
access calls in the cellular-only area, cellular-only calls,
horizontal handoff calls, and upward vertical handoff
calls all compete for the same resource in the cellular
network. We categorize these calls into (1) new calls
including dual access calls blocked in the WLAN, (2)
horizontal handoff, and (3) vertical handoff calls from
the WLAN to the cellular networks. Dual access calls in
the cellular-only area, cellular-only calls, and dual access
calls blocked in the WLAN are eventually blocked if
they are blocked in the cellular networks. Hence, these
calls are classified into the same category. Upward verti-
cal handoff calls are treated with the highest priority
because of similar reasons with downward vertical hand-
off calls. Horizontal handoff calls have medium priorities
since the dropping of these calls causes degradation in
user satisfaction but horizontal handoffs do not need
more signaling messages than vertical handoffs.
3.2. Voice capacity of WLANs
A voice call consists of uplink and downlink connec-
tions. When there are N voice calls in the WLAN, the
N MSs send uplink voice traffic requests and all down-
link traffic requests are processed at the AP. As reported
in [10], in the distributed coordinated function, the col-
lision probabilities of the MS and the AP, denoted as
pAP and pMS, respectively, are expressed as
pAP = 1− (1− ρMSτMS)N (1)
pMS = 1− (1− ρMSτMS)N−1 (1− ρAPτAP) . (2)
where τMS and τAP are the transmission probabilities
of the MS and the AP, respectively, and the rAP and
rMS are the queue utilizations of the AP and MS,
respectively. From Equations 1 and 2, the maximum
number of voice calls when rAP and rMS are less than 1
(i.e., voice capacity Cw) can be obtained.
3.3. Voice capacity of the cellular network
Since the uplink and the downlink are separate in time
or frequency in cellular networks, the voice capacities of
both the uplink and the downlink channels can be
obtained individually. Then, we consider the voice capa-
city of cellular networks, Cc, as the minimum value of
the uplink and downlink voice capacities. The uplink
voice capacity can be evaluated based on an uplink load
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of the jth user,
the bit rate, and voice activity factor, respectively. Under
the constraint of hUL ≤ 1, the uplink voice capacity can
be determined.
The downlink capacity is limited by the transmission
power of the base station PTOT and that can be
expressed as [11]
PTOT =
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where Ndown, ai, PCCH, PN, Li, and i are the number of
downlink users in their own cell, the orthogonal factor
of the cell, the power required for common channel, the
noise power, the path loss, and the average downlink
other-to-own cell interference ratio, respectively. For a
given PTOT, the downlink voice capacity can be
determined.
3.4. CAC with guard channels
Based on the voice capacities of the WLAN and the cel-
lular networks, we describe the proposed CAC scheme
with guard channels. To implement priorities assigned
to WLAN-only calls and downward vertical handoff
calls, we employ two guard channels parameters, Gw for
the WLAN-only calls and Gwvh for the downward vertical
handoff calls, i.e., as depicted in Figure 3, the downward
vertical handoff calls can use the whole WLAN band-
widths, whereas the WLAN-only calls can be only
admitted up to Nww = C
w − Gvh and the dual access calls
can be allowed up to Nwwc = C
w − (Gw + Gwvh). Similarly,
two guard channels Ghh for the horizontal handoff calls
and Gcvh for the upward vertical handoff calls are used in
the cellular network. As shown in Figure 4, the upward
vertical handoff calls can be allowed up to the total
capacity Cc whereas the horizontal handoff calls can be
allowed up to Nchh = C
c − Gcvh and new calls can be
admitted to Ncn = C
c − (Ghh + Gcvh).
The proposed CAC scheme is summarized in Figure
5; if a call is requested in a cellular-only area, the pro-
posed scheme operates as shown in Figure 5a. First, the
proposed scheme determines if the incoming call
request is a vertical handoff, a horizontal handoff, or a
new call. The new scheme uses three threshold values: Cc
for a vertical handoff, Nchh for a horizontal handoff, and
Ncn for a new call. The call request is admitted only when
the number of used calls in a cellular network, rc, is less
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Figure 5 Flow diagrams (a) in a cellular only area (b) for new
calls in a double coverage area and (c) for cellular only calls in
a double coverage area.
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a call is requested in a double coverage area, the pro-
posed scheme follows the procedure presented in Figure
5b, c. The admission procedure for a new call is illu-
strated in Figure 5b. A WLAN-only call is admitted if the
number of used calls in a WLAN, rw, is less than Nww, a
dual access call is admitted to a WLAN if rw < Nww and to
a cellular network if rw ≥ Nww and rc < Ncn, and a cellular
only call is admitted if rc < Ncn. The procedures for hori-
zontal handoff, for upward vertical handoff, and for
downward vertical handoff calls, are illustrated in Figure
5c. A horizontal handoff call is admitted to a cellular net-
work if rc < Nchh, an upward vertical handoff call is
allowed to a cellular network if rc <Cc, and a downward
vertical handoff is admitted to a WLAN if rw <Cw.
4. Performance analysis
For the purpose of performance evaluation, we analyze call
dropping and blocking probabilities. To this end, we for-
mulate the proposed scheme using Markov chains. The








where nwwc and n
w
w are the numbers of dual
access and WLAN-only calls in the WLAN, respectively.
Similarly, the state of a cell can be described by a row vec-
tor −→nc = (ncwc,ncc)where ncwc and ncc are the number dual
access calls and cellular-only calls in the cell, respectively.
In this section, arrival rates of new calls in each system,
handoff rates, and departure rate are first described. Using
these rates, Markov chains are constructed. Then, a
method to solve these chains is introduced. Eventually, the
guard band optimization scheme is described.
4.1 Arrival rates in the WLAN
To derive the arrival rates in the WLAN, we define an







1, if nww + n
w
wc + 1 ≤ Nw
0, otherwise
where Nw is a threshold to which a call is allowed up
to, i.e., if a call can be admitted to the WLAN with the
threshold, Iw returns a “1”, otherwise, it returns a “0”.
Therefore, the arrival rate of the dual access calls in the










where Idcawc and I
c→w
wc are the indicator functions for new
calls in the dual access area and vertical handoff calls from












On the other hand, the arrival rate of WLAN-only






where Idcaw is the indicator function for the WLAN-









be the steady-state probability of −→nw in the
WLAN. Then, dual access call blocking probability,Bw,nwc ,
WLAN-only call blocking probability, Bw,nw , and vertical






































4.2. Arrival rates in the cellular network
Similar to the indication function in the WLAN, the indi-







1, if ncc + n
c
wc + 1 ≤ Nc
0, otherwise
where Nc is a threshold value up to which a call is
allowed join the network.
Let λcwc be the arrival rate of the dual access call in the
cell, which includes new calls, horizontal calls, and verti-
cal handoff calls from the cell to join the WLAN. Then,
λcwc is given by
λcwc =
(













wc , and I
w→c
wc are the indicator functions
for dual access calls, horizontal handoff calls, and verti-














On the other hand, the arrival rate of cellular-only
calls, λcc, includes new calls and horizontal handoff calls












where Icc and I
c→c
c are the indicator functions for new
cellular only calls and horizontal handoff calls and they













be the steady state probability of −→nc in the
cell. The blocking probabilities of dual access calls and
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cellular-only calls, and the dropping probabilities of
horizontal handoff calls of dual access MSs, horizontal
handoff calls of cellular-only MSs, and vertical handoff
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w→c
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4.3. Horizontal and vertical handoff rates
Dual access calls accepted by a WLAN can make
upward vertical handoffs which rates can be obtained
through the multiplication of the transition probability
from the double coverage to the cellular only area,Pw→c,
and the accepted rates by a WLAN. The upward vertical













where the first and the second terms on the right-
hand side mean the accepted new dual access and
vertical handoff calls from a cellular to a WLAN,










The calls admitted to a cellular network both in a
double coverage and in a cellular-only area can make
downward vertical handoffs to a WLAN. Their arrival
























)× (1− Bw→cwc )] (16)
where the first term on the right-hand hand side
means the vertical handoff rates of the dual access calls
accepted by the cellular network in double coverage
areas, the last terms on the right-hand side means the
vertical handoff rates of dual access, horizontal handoff,
and vertical handoff calls accepted to the cellular net-
work in the cellular only area. Here, Pc→wdca and P
c→w
coa are
the vertical handoff probabilities of the calls accepted in
the double coverage area and the cellular only area,
respectively. The Pc→wdca can be evaluated as follows:
Pc→wdca = p





can be computed from








f ∗X (−s) ds (17)






Xk are the Laplace transforms of
random variables X, X0, X1, ..., Xk, respectively.



































Both cellular-only calls accepted by a cellular network
in a double coverage area and in a cellular-only area can
make horizontal handoffs. The horizontal handoff rate
can be obtained through multiplication of the transition
probability to the neighboring cell and thus the accepted




















where the first term on the right-hand side means the
horizontal handoff rates of accepted cellular-only new
calls in the double coverage area and the second term
refers to those of new calls accepted in the cellular-only
area and the horizontal handoff calls. The transition
probability in a double coverage area to a neighboring
cell, Pc→cc,dca, and the transition probability in a cellular-only
area to a neighboring cell, Pc→cc,coa, can be obtained from
Pc→cc,dca = p

























Similarly, the horizontal handoff of dual access calls























where Pc→cwc,dca and P
c→c
wc,coa are computed as
pc→cwc,dca = p
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4.4. Departure rates
Departure rates can be obtained from the channel hold-
ing time which is the minimum time between the ser-
vice time Tv and the residence time Tr. If Tv and Tr are
independent and Tv follows an exponential distribution
with mean 1/μv, the expectation value of the channel
holding time can be obtained as







where fTr is the probability density function (pdf) of
the residence time Tr. Equation 20 can be re-written
with Laplace transformation as
E [min (Tv,Tr)] = E [Tv] − 1
μv
f ∗Tr (μv) (21)
where f ∗Tr is the Laplace transformation of fTr.
Both dual access and WLAN-only calls accepted in
the WLAN will release their channels when they move
out the WLAN coverage or they are terminated. There-
fore, by Equation 21, the departure rates of dual access
and WLAN-only calls, denoted by μwwc and μ
w
w, respec-
tively, can be expressed as μwwc = μ
w
w = μv + η
dca.
The departure rates of the cellular-only calls accepted
to the cell in the double coverage area, μdcac and in the

















































For the sake of tactical analysis, for cellular-only calls,













c are the ratios
of the cellular-only calls accepted in the double coverage



















I′cc + λc→cc I′c→cc
where I′cc = I
c
(−→
nc ,Ncn + 1
)
and I′c→cc = I
c
(−→
nc ,Nchh + 1
)
.
The departure rates of dual access calls in the double
coverage area, μdcawc , and in the cellular-only area, μ
coa
wc
























































Similar to the cellular-only calls, the average departure













wc are the ratios
of dual access accepted in the double coverage area and in









































nc ,Nchh + 1
)
, and I′cwc = I
c
(−→
nc ,Cc + 1
)
.
4.5. State diagrams for WLANs and cellular networks
With arrival and termination rates mentioned above, the
state diagrams in WLANs and cellular networks are illu-
strated in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The state-depen-




) → (nww,nwwc + 1)
(1) λdcawc + λ
c→w
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(4) nnwcμ
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) → (ncc,ncwc − 1)
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(11) ncwcμ
c




) → (ncc − 1,ncwc)
(12) nccμ
c
c, if 1 ≤ ncc+cwc ≤ Nchh
4.6. Iterative methods for computing steady-state
probabilities
After obtaining the arrival and the departure rates, we









However, the states of the WLAN and the cellular
networks are not independent due to the retrials of dual
access calls blocked in WLANs and vertical handoffs.
Hence, we use an iterative approach in which one-step
results for one network are used for inputs for obtaining
the steady states in another network [9]. The detailed
algorithms are as follows:
1: Set initial ε
2: Set initial values as follows
All blocking probabilities in Equations 4-7 and
10-14 = 0,






















































































































































































Figure 6 Markov chain of the proposed scheme in WLANs.
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3: While
∑ |old B − new B| > ε
4: In the WLAN
(1) Compute the arrival rates in Equations 3 and 4














where Qw is the generator matrix of the WLAN.
(3) Obtain new blocking probabilities
(4) Update blocking probabilities
5: In the cellular network
(1) Compute the arrival rates in Equations 8 and 9
(2) Compute all the state probabilities by solving





Qc = 0 and π
−→
(nc) · −→e = 1
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Figure 7 Markov chain of the proposed scheme in cellular networks.
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(3) Obtain the new blocking probabilities
(4) Update the blocking probabilities
6: End
4.7. Optimization problem
In the proposed CAC scheme, guard bands play key
roles in the performance. Therefore, to obtain the guard
bands for the optimal performance, we formulate the
optimization problem to minimize the blocking prob-
abilities, which is equivalent to maximizing the accepted
calls. The linear cost function for the optimization pro-
blem, Q, can be expressed as
Q = αnewCnew + αhhChh + αvhCvh
where anew, ahh, and avh are weighting factors for
blocked new, horizontal handoff, and vertical handoff
calls, respectively, Qnew, Qhh, and Qvh are the cost func-
tion for accepted new, horizontal handoff, and vertical
handoff calls and they are given by



































Hence, the optimization problem in the proposed






The above optimization problem can be solved by
means of exhaustive search or meta-heuristic algorithms
[9,13].
5. Simulation results
In this section, we present analytical and simulation
results of the proposed scheme compared with the
WLAN-first scheme [7] that has guard bands for hori-
zontal handoff and vertical handoff calls. For the simula-
tions, Matlab 7.0 is used. It is notes that the WLAN-first
scheme does not consider single-interfaced MSs.
To determine the voice capacity of the WLAN, we
assume G.711 codec with a sampling rate of 20 ms,
which generates voice packets of 80 bytes. Then, based
on the description in Section 3.2, the voice capacity is
given by 11 calls. On the other hand, for the voice capa-
city in cellular networks, the power of the base station
PTOT and the power of the common channel PCCH are
set to 20 and 3.6 W, respectively. In addition, the chip
rate, W, is 3.84 Mcps and the voice data rate is assumed






for uplink and downlink are set to
5.9 and 7.4 dB, respectively. The voice activity is 50%,
which leads the physical layer activity factor of 67% in
uplink and 58% in downlink. The downlink orthogonal-
ity is 0.5 and other-cell to own-cell interference ratio is
0.65 [11]. Based on these parameters, the voice capacity
of a cell, Cc, is set to 70. Based on [7], the mobility-
related parameters have the following values: 1/hco = 10
min, 1/hdc = 14 min, pcoa®dca = 0.24, and pcoa®coa =
0.76.
5.1. Proposed scheme versus WLAN-first scheme
We first analyze the call blocking probabilities when Nwwc
= 6, Nww = 9, N
c
n = 60, and N
c
hh = 65. It is noted that the
blocking probability of WLAN-only calls can be com-
puted by considering only blocking in the WLAN. On
the contrary, dual access calls are blocked when they are
blocked in both the WLAN and the cellular network.
From Figure 8, it can be seen that the blocking prob-
ability of the WLAN-only calls is unfairly higher than
that of dual access calls. Moreover, with the increase of
the arrival rates of the dual access calls, the blocking
probability of the WLAN-only calls significantly
increases. This is because the WLAN-only and dual
access calls are treated with the same priority in the
WLAN-first scheme even though the dual access calls
have additional chances to access cellular networks. On
the other hand, the proposed scheme gives a higher
priority to WLAN-only calls using the threshold, Nwwc,
which dual access calls are allowed up to. Hence, in the
proposed scheme, the WLAN-only calls are protected
from the increase in the blocking probabilities in case of
the arrival rates of dual access calls exceed a certain
threshold.
From Figure 9, it can be shown that WLAN-only calls
exhibit low blocking probabilities in the proposed
scheme if the arrival rate of the WLAN-only calls is
low. This is because WLAN-only calls are protected
from dual access calls by means of the guard bandwidth
with thresholds, Nww = 6 and N
w
w = 9.
Figure 10 illustrates the total number of blocked calls
in the WLAN-first and proposed schemes. It can be
found that the proposed scheme shows a lower number
of blocked calls (or better utilization) than the WLAN-
first scheme even though the guard bands are not
optimized.
5.2. Guard band optimization
We use 1, 7, and 10 for the values of the weighting fac-
tors, an, ahh, and avh for the optimization problems,
respectively. The weighting factor for vertical handoff
calls with the highest priority is set to be 10 and that
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Figure 8 Blocking probability in the WLAN-first scheme.
Figure 9 Blocking probability in the proposed scheme.
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for horizontal handoff calls is set to 7, since these calls
have lower priority than vertical handoff calls.
We first consider medium traffic load in the cellular
network with λdcac = 5, λ
coa
wc = 5, and λ
coa
c = 5 and evaluate
the proposed scheme in the double coverage area.
Results for the optimization problem with this case are
illustrated in Figure 11 and the corresponding thresh-
olds Nwwc and N
w
w are given in Figure 12. It can be seen
that, for a given arrival rate of WLAN-only calls, the dif-
ference in the cost values between the proposed scheme
and the WLAN-first scheme increases as the dual call
arrival rate increases. When the arrival rate of the
WLAN-only calls is low, the proposed scheme increases
Nwwc to utilize more WLAN bandwidths. On the other
hand, when the arrival rate of WLAN-only calls is high,
the proposed scheme sets Nwwc to a low value, which
makes more dual access calls try to cellular networks,
which results in reduced blocking probabilities. Figure
11 also shows that the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme against the WLAN-first scheme slightly
increases as the arrival rate of the WLAN-only calls
increases for a given arrival rate of dual access calls.
Figure 13 highlights the gain of the proposed scheme
against the WLAN-first scheme and distributed access
scheme [8]. As shown in Figure 13, at low arrival rates
of WLAN-only calls, the distributed access scheme
shows better performance than the WLAN-First scheme
since dual access calls are distributed to WLAN and
cellular networks. On the other hand, the distributed
access scheme and the WLAN-first scheme exhibit com-
parable performance as the arrival rate of WLAN-only
calls increases since WLAN-only calls are not fairly trea-
ted. However, it can found that the proposed scheme
can reduce the blocking cost by treating WLAN-only
calls in a better way. Figure 14 shows the blocking cost
as a function of residence time in the double coverage
area. From Figure 14, it can be seen that the proposed
scheme has better performance even in high mobility
conditions than the WLAN-first scheme and the distrib-
uted access scheme.
To verify numerical analysis, we perform even-driven
simulation using MATLAB with the same arrival and
departure rates as used for numerical analysis. In Figure
15, analytical and simulation results for the cost value Q
and thresholds Nwwc and N
w
w are shown together for the
comparison as function of dual access call arrival rate
with λdcaw = 1, λ
dca
c = 5, λ
coa
wc = 5, and λ
coa
c = 5. As shown in
Figure 15, analytical and simulation results are well
matched.
In the second case, we consider heavy traffic loads in
the cellular network with λdcac = 10, λ
coa
wc = 10, λ
coa
c = 10.
From Figure 16, it can be found that the proposed
scheme has comparable performance to the WLAN-first
scheme. When the traffic load in the cellular network,
dual access calls are more likely to be blocked by the
cellular network in the double coverage area, and these
Figure 10 Numbers of blocked calls.
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Figure 11 Results of guard band optimization with λdcac = 5, λ
coa
wc = 5, and λ
coa
c = 5.
Figure 12 Threshold values of guard band optimization with λdcac = 5, λ
coa
wc = 5, and λ
coa
c = 5.
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calls will be redirected to the WLAN. Since this opera-
tion is similar both in the proposed scheme and the
WLAN-first scheme, they show comparable perfor-
mance under this situation.
6. Conclusions
In this article, we propose a voice CAC scheme that
considers heterogeneous MSs with WLAN-only, cellular
only, and both interfaces in cellular/WLAN-integrated




wc = 5, and λ
coa
c = 5).
Figure 14 Costs of blocking versus residence time (λdcac = 10, λ
dca
c = 5, λ
coa
wc = 5, and λ
coa
c = 5).
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Figure 15 Analytical and simulation results with λdcaw = 1, λ
dca
c = 5, λ
coa
wc = 5, and λ
coa
c = 5.
Figure 16 Results of guard band optimization with λdcac = 10, λ
coa
wc = 10, λ
coa
c = 10.
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networks. The proposed scheme gives higher priority to
the MSs with a single interface than MSs with dual
interfaces by allocating a separate guard band for the
MSs with a single interface. We analyze the perfor-
mance of the proposed CAC scheme by means of Mar-
kov chains. Numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed scheme achieves lower blocking probabilities
than the WLAN-first scheme. Admission control for
multi-service with heterogeneous MSs remains for
further study.
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